MID-AUTUMN CELEBRATIONS
Available from 24 August - 1 October 2020
Celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival in Grand style with a selection of Mooncakes.

- Pandan and Coconut
  A perfect match—the bright pandan aroma and the creaminess of coconut

- 8 Xian
  A filling with eight different mixes of dried fruits and nuts, representing the Chinese belief of happiness, luck and long life

- Durian with Egg
  Experience the fanciful flavors and distinctive odor of durian filling

- Custard
  Savor traditional Cantonese custard bun of luscious soft and sweet custard filling with a twist

THB 599+ (4 pieces per box)

PROMOTIONS
15% savings
when purchasing a minimum of 2 boxes of 4 pieces with cardholders below
- Club At The Hyatt members
- i.sawan members
- Citibank Ultima
- SCB (Private Banking, First, Prime, M legend)

10% savings
when purchasing a minimum of 2 boxes of 4 pieces with following credit cards (all card types)
- Citibank
- SCB
- KBank
- Krungsri
- JCB

VOLUME ORDER
25% savings
on minimum order of 50 boxes and above
*This volume discount is not applicable on top with any other discount.

Available at Erawan Bakery.
For more information, please call 0 2254 1234 or email bangkok.grand@hyatt.com

Plant-Based Mooncake flavours:
Navy bean longan, Mixed Dried Fruit, Durian, and Mixed nuts
THB 599+ (4 pieces per box)
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